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ABSTRACT
The present precision of nuclear dala for the aggregate decay heat evaluation is

analyzed quantitatively for 50 fissioning systems. In the practical calculation, a simple
approximate method is proposed in order to avoid complication of the calculation and to point
out easily the main causal nuclei of the uncertainties in decay heat calculations. As for the
independent yield, the correlation among the values is taken into account. Tor this evaluation,
nuclear data and their uncertainty data arc taken from I2NDF/I3-VI nuclear data library.

1. INTRODUCTION
The precise knowledge of decay heat power from fission products is very important

irrespective of the reactor systems as far as we utilize nuclear fission energies. The evaluation
of the decay heat power is necessary, for example, in predicting the hcal-up of nuclear fuel
rods during a loss-of-coolanl accident (LOCA) of a nuclear reactor, designing a heat removal
system of a reactor or designing a spent fuel reprocessing plant.

The decay heat power has been measured since 1940's when a nuclear reactor was
operated for the first time. Attempts to calculate the decay heat power theoretically began
almost at the same lime. Although the calculation may be preferred by virtue of its generality,
in such earlier years the calculated results disagreed with the measured powcral short cooling
times because decay dala for short-lived fission products were not available. Later, owing to
accumulation of measured decay dala and progress of computers together with refinement of
estimation methods of nuclear data for nuclidcs without experimental data, the decay heat
calculations for several fissioning systems come to give a good agreement with the measured
values. However, this agreement docs not guarantee the precision of the whole nuclear dala or
the prediction power for other fissioning systems. In the future, light water reactors (LWRs)will
be operated using a higher burnup fuel. In the meantime new type reactors, such as reactors for
transmutations of actinides and long-lived fission products, have proposed. Therefore, the
more precise nuclear data arc now required in order to calculate decay heat power more
accurately not only for W5U and a9Pu but also for other minor actinides such as Am and Cm.
Furthermore as the number of evaluated nuclear data increased, it seems a good time to assess
maturity of the present nuclear data library. Since the uncertainties in decay heat calculations
result from both uncertainties in each nuclear data and sensitivities of each parameter toward
the total decay heat power, the evaluation of their uncertainties is useful for finding out
problems in the present nuclear dala clearly.

From these viewpoints, we evaluate the uncertainties in decay heal calculations and
analyze the present precision of their nuclear data in the decay heat evaluation.
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2. DECAY HEAT CALCULATION BY SUMMATION METHOD
The total decay heat power P(i) at a cooling time / after fission is obtained by

summing up each decay heat power generated from each fission product (summation
method) :

MiF.r.

P(t)= 2 A,AWE, , CD
i

where A,, E, and A7, (1) arc the decay constant of nuclidc /.the average decay energy of nuclidc
/ and the number of atoms of nuclidc /at the cooling time /after fission, respectively. Both A,
and Ef arc constants which arc characteristic nuclear data of the nuclidc /. On the other hand,
Nt (t) must be calculated at every cooling time by solving simultaneous linear differential
equations for production and decay of fission product nuclidcs. Practically, we compute N, (I)
using IT>GS90N-codctn '» Balcman's method. The decay heat power calculated with this
code is referred to as ' exact decay heat power' in the following.

3. NUCLEAR DATA AND THEIR UNCERTAINTY DATA
The various basic nuclear data for about 1,000 nuclidcs must be compiled for the

summation calculation. Since the uncertainties of each basic nuclear dala cast over the decay
heal calculation results, we analyze the uncertainties in decay heat calculations propagated
from the uncertainties in various basic nuclear data (decay constants, fission yields and average
decay energies). All nuclear data and their uncertainty data necessary for this evaluation arc
taken from ENDE/B-VI nuclear data library. There arc fission yield data for 50 fissioning
systems and decay dala for 891 fission products in this library. In addition, uncertainly dala for
experimental data arc available in this library. However for nuclidcs without experimental dala,
the uncertainly values in their estimated nuclear data arc not available in this library. The
uncertainly dala for these nuclides arc supplemented by the following theoretical estimation.

3.1 Supplement of uncertainty data of estimated average decay energy
In ENDE/B-VI, the gross theory of ft decay is adopted to estimate average decay

energies. The same theory is applied here to estimate their uncertainty values. In this theory,
there is a free parameter Qm\\\ order to lake into account the prohibition of loo much transition
to the ground stale of the daughter nuclidc. In practical calculations, this parameter is
determined not theoretically but empirically. As it is known that almost all Qm values (about
95% of all Qm) lie between O.OMeVand 2.5MeV [2], the difference between the average decay
energies at these limits of Qm is assumed to give ±2u variance of estimated avc, ge decay
energy values. Then the uncertainties of average /I and /decay energies of nuclidc / arc given
by

= 2.5McV) -E]\Q00 = O.OMcV) (2)

where /i,v(Qm=2.5MeV) and /?,v((2,w=0.0McV) arc the average /lor / decay energies of the
nuclidc /calculated with limiting Qm values of 2.5McV and O.OMcV, respectively.

The uncertainties of total (/!+}') decay energies were not specified in ENDE/B-VI,
cither. The uncertainties of the total decay energies 6E- arc calculated neglecting the
correlation between /J and / decay energies:

This assumption should lead to an ovcrcstimation because there must be very strong negative
correlation between /land y decay energies in reality. The above method for the supplement of
the uncertainty dala was originally proposed by Katakura and Iijima[3] while our evaluation
leads to larger uncertainly values due to a modification.
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3.2 Supplement of uncertainty data of decay constant
In any theories or systcmatics, it is not a surprise that the estimated values of decay

constant, A, are too short or too long by an order of magnitude. Therefore weassume that their
uncertainty values are equal to themselves:

SA, = A, (4)

4. APPROXIMATE SUMMATION METHOD FOR DECAY HEAT CALCULATION
Since exact summation calculations are very complex, the uncertainty evaluation

based on this exact method requires more complicated calculations. Hence, the main causal
nuclides of the evaluated uncertainties cannot be pointed out easily because of this
complication. Therefore we propose an alternative simple approximate method to overcome
this difficulty.

Let us consider a linear decay chain without any branch or link:

X,->X2~>X3 * , - , •

X..

In general, nuclides far in the upper stream of a decay chain decay so quickly that
they give little effects to the production of nuclides in the lower stream. Therefore in the
practical calculation, the number of atoms of nuclide i, N(, is assumed to be determined only by
the decays of itself /, its parent i-1, {mother of /) and her parent i-2, {grandmother of /).

Namely,

dt

(It

where AA(O), y{ and Y(.2 are the number of atoms of
nuclide/at cooling timeO(s), independent fission
yield of nuclide / and the cumulative fission yield
of nuclide i-2, respectively. Note that the initial
number of grandmother nuclide i-2 is taken to be
its cumulative yield Y{.2 in order to conserve the
total number of atoms.

In Fig. 1, the decay heat power
calculated by this approximate method are
compared with that by the exact method
(FPGS90N). This approximation is excellent at
cooling times less than 1010(s). Throughout this
paper, the abbreviations (T) and (F) stand for
thermal and fast neutron induced fission,
respectively. However the decay heat power
calculated by the approximate method
(especially for Y-decay heat power) deviates from
the exact result at cooling times longer than
1010(s). The reason for this deviation is a break
down of the assumption for this approximation
in the decay chain of mass number A=126.
Therefore the uncertainty evaluations are
performed at cooling times between 0 and 10'°(s)
after a burst fission in this paper.
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The ratio of the decay heat power calculated
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5. THE CALCULATION FOR DECAY HEAT UNCERTAINTIES
Uncertainties in decay heat summation calculations are evaluated with use of the law

of error propagation.

(6P(/))2 =
all F.P

(8)

Here, the symbol 5 denotes the uncertainty of each parameter.
In addition, since approximate method is adopted in this study, the error due to this

approximation, bP", is also taken into account:

6/ ' " = Ej A(- (N" — Nep , /g\

where N° and N' are the number of atoms of nuclide / calculated by the approximate and exact
methods, respectively. Then we rewrite Eq. (9) as

6. THE STRONG CORRELATION AMONG INDEPENDENT YIELD VALUES
It is known that there is a very strong correlation among independent yield values.

This correlation is due to the following constraints:

1. The sum of independent yields in a decay chain is equal to the mass chain yield.
2. The total sum of the mass chain yields is equal to 2.0.

In this paper, uncertainties in decay heat calculations are evaluated taking this
correlation effect into account. [4,5] This strong correlation makes uncertainty values smaller
irrespective of cooling time as shown in Pigs. 2 and 3.

On the other hand, it is more advantageous to adopt the method without correlation
effects in pointing out main causal nuclides of large uncertainties. Therefore we also perform
the uncertainty calculation without correlation effects in order to specify these causal nuclides.
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7. RESULTS
In this section, wediscuss uncertainties in decay heat summation calculations with the

correlation effects. Results for a5U thermal fission and M'Am fast fission are shown in Figs. 4
and 5, respectively. Generally the uncertainties due to decay constants, decay energies and
independent yields arc large at short cooling times while those due to cumulative yields are
dominant at relatively long cooling times.
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Uncertainty values for several
fissioning systems arc listed in Table 1. We
sec clearly that the uncertainty values depend
heavily on the fissioning systems. However,
the cooling time dependence of the
uncertainty value is similar irrespective of the
fissioning systems. Namely, uncertainty
values are relatively large at short cooling
times and far long cooling times while they
are inversely small in the range of cooling
time about 104~l0R (s) as shown in Figs. 4
and 5.

Furthermore we note that the
uncertainties for minor actinides arc larger
by a factor of 3~5 than those for major
actinides.

Table 1. The uncertainties in decay heat calculations
for several fissioning systems [%]

Fissioning
systems

^U(T)
^UCF)
^Pu(T)
"'Np(F)
*"Am(F)
^AmCF)
^CmCF)
il6Crn(F)
^Cm(F)

P
1-6
1-5

2-12
3-12
4-13
5-13
4-13
5-14
5-15

}'

1-6
2-5
2-13
3 - 9

4-20
5-16
5-20
6-17
6-15

P+Y
1-6
2-4
2-7
3 - 9

4-13
4-12
5-13
5-12
5-12
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As shown in Fig. 6 the present result is consistent with AES.1 rccommcndation[6].
These results need not to be exactly equal because of different nuclear data arc used in the two
evaluations.
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8. CONCLUSION
We propose a simple approximate method to evaluate uncertainties in the decay heat

summation calculations. The approximation is found to be excellent at cooling times between
0 and 10l0(s). With this method, wccvaluatc uncertainties in the decay heat calculations for 50
fissioning systems of which 46 arc not available in AESJ recommendation. We find that
cooling time dependence of the uncertainty is similar irrespective of the fissioning systems.
The uncertainty is relatively small at 104~108(s) compared with those at the shorter or longer
cooling times. We also find the uncertainties for minor actinides arc larger, by a factor of 3~5,
than those for major actinides. Typical examples of uncertainly values are about \-G% for
1(5U(T) and about 4—12% for MIAm(F). Furthermore the main causal nuclidcs for the
uncertainties in decay heat calculations arc pointed out for 235U(T) at each cooling time. The
lists of these nuclides will be a great help in coming preparation of nuclear data. More detailed
results including the lists of main causal nuclides will be published elsewhere in the near future.
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